
ABSTRACT 

MCLAIN, CASSIE JEAN. Supporting Teachers’ Selection of Dynamic Mathematics 

Environment Tasks. (Under the direction of Dr. Allison W. McCulloch). 

 

 Instructional technologies in the mathematics classroom have been on the forefront of 

educational research for the past decade.  The introduction of dynamic mathematics 

environments has impacted the way mathematics is potentially taught in middle grades and 

secondary education.  Dynamic mathematics environments provide students the opportunity 

to learn mathematics through self-discovery.   

Many of the currently published textbooks and curriculum guides do not offer support 

for teachers who want to facilitate student-centered instruction through the use of such 

technology; thus, teachers turn to the Internet for resources.  Numerous research studies have 

made suggestions for teachers to consider when designing or selecting tasks – both in the 

traditional sense and in dynamic mathematics environments.  But this research spans across 

multiple years and through many different resources.   

This study reviews, analyzes, and synthesizes several of the previous research 

proceedings and proposes a three-part evaluation tool to aid in teachers’ selections of 

dynamic mathematics environment tasks.  The proposed rating system was tested on pre-

constructed GeoGebra tasks.  Fifty tasks were evaluated based on the rubrics.  The data were 

then analyzed to determine the overall effectiveness of the rating system.  Results confirmed 

the potential of the proposed rating system and found trends amongst the tasks, creating 

implications for teachers’ search for tasks, as well as implications for future use of the rating 

system. 
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION 

The Common Core State Standards Initiative (CCSS) called for three key shifts in 

mathematics education in order for the United States to improve mathematics achievement: 

(1) Greater focus on fewer topics, (2) Coherence: linking topics and thinking across grades, 

and (3) Rigor: pursue conceptual understanding, procedural skills and fluency, and 

application with equal intensity (2010).  Technology has the ability to influence all three. 

“The use of technology allows teachers to engage students in real-life mathematics.  Such 

experiences help students develop understanding and make meaningful connections between 

different math concepts.” (Soucie et. al., 2010).  The role of technology is vast; from 

performing tedious processes more efficiently to shifting the focus of students’ mathematical 

thinking (Sherman, 2014).  Technology in classrooms removes tedious demands that distract 

students from the underlying concepts; thus allowing teachers to focus students’ attention on 

coherence and fostering a conceptual understanding within topics. “It is important to identify 

the purposes for using technology in our classrooms, such as to engage students in discovery 

and exploration, promote higher-level thinking, improve students’ visualization, enable 

students to engage in real-life applications of mathematics, prepare students for the demands 

of this century, and make mathematics more engaging and fun” (Soucie et. al., 2010). 

One particular technology, which has received a great deal of attention from 

researchers in the past decade, is the dynamic mathematics environment (DME) (e.g. 

Sinclair, 2003; Ljajko & Ibro, 2013; Ruthven et. al. 2008; Underwood et. al., 2005). DMEs 

provide students with engaging interfaces that encourage self-discovery and exploration 

across all branches of mathematics.  When students are able to examine and test conjectures 

on their own, they acquire a longer-lasting understanding of mathematics. The use of DMEs 
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“has the potential to support teachers who are interested in student-centered instruction that 

requires students to think and reason mathematically” (Sherman, 2014). 

However, introducing dynamic mathematics environments into mathematics can be 

challenging for teachers.  “Shifting the students’ position from the passive recipient to an 

independent explorer…is not just a mere presentation of properties and elements…but a 

dynamic process” (Ljajko & Ibro, 2013).  There are numerous aspects to consider when 

selecting tasks to use in the mathematics classroom and even more considerations must be 

made for a task involving technology, such as DMEs.  To achieve better results using 

dynamic and interactive mathematics learning environments, teachers have to pay attention 

to the careful selection of the subject materials and appropriate software (Ljajko & Ibro, 

2013).  An enormous amount of resources can be found online and this immensity will 

continue as DMEs gain popularity.  However, “[p]ioneering projects have shown that 

teachers find it challenging to conceive appropriate tasks” (Ruthven et. al., 2008).  When 

searching the Internet for tasks relating to a particular subject, how will one recognize 

whether or not a task is “good”?  What makes a task “good”? 

A review of literature provided several different approaches for analyzing the 

potential of DME tasks. Previous research studies have generated lists to suggest key features 

to look for in order to gauge the potential of a task. The purpose of this research study is to 

create an effective, concise, and teacher-friendly evaluation tool for classroom teachers to use 

during in their selection of DME tasks.  The proposed rating system herein consists of three 

components, each evaluating a particular piece of the DME task.  The evaluation tool was 

applied to a sample of pre-constructed GeoGebra tasks in order to answer the following 

research questions: 
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1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the rating system? 

2. What does the rating system tell us about existing GeoGebra tasks? 

3. What technology affordances do higher/lower ranked tasks have in common? 

Each task was coded for prompt (0 indicating the task did not contain a prompt; 1 indicating 

the task contained a prompt), Level of Mathematical Depth as determined by the 0-8 rating 

scale, Technology Integration as determined by the A-C rating scale, and Basic Task Design 

Principles (0 indicating the design principle was absent; 1 indicating the design principle was 

present).  Once coded, the data were analyzed in two phases: first by dissecting the rating 

system to examine each component individually and then analyzing the evaluation tool as a 

whole.  Results from the data analysis confirmed the potential of the proposed evaluation tool 

for gauging the effectiveness of dynamic mathematics environment tasks. 
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CHAPTER TWO – LITERATURE REVIEW 

For many years, technology has been a primary topic of discussion in education, 

specifically, its numerous affordances for both students and teachers in the classroom.  In 

2000, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) published a comprehensive 

set of mathematical principles and standards for grades kindergarten through twelve to 

prepare students for college and careers in the twenty-first century.  The Technology 

Principle is one of the six principles established by NCTM that provides guidance for 

decisions made by teachers that are of consequence to the students.  The Technology 

Principle summarizes NCTM’s stance on the importance of technology integration in the 

teaching of mathematics for students in all grades.  Technology, they claim, is an essential 

tool to teach mathematics because of the way it can enhance students’ understanding.  The 

Common Core State Standards Initiative (2010), currently adopted by forty-two states, was 

designed to ensure that students are prepared to live, work, and learn in the twenty-first 

century.  In addition to grade-level content standards, CCSS developed eight Standards for 

Mathematical Practice that educators are responsible for developing throughout all levels of 

education. Under the fifth standard for mathematical practice, a “mathematically proficient 

student” is described as being able to “use technological tools to explore and deepen their 

understanding of concepts” (Common Core Standards, 2010).  These standards and this 

particular practice highlight technology because of its many affordances for students of all 

grade levels. “The use of technology has been given the charge to reshape the teaching and 

learning of mathematics” (Bos, 2009).  NCTM and CCSS have made great strides in this 

formidable challenge. 
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Ljajko and Ibro wrote that the appropriate use of technology “improves the 

instruction quality and helps students achieve better results in learning mathematics” (2013).  

This chapter begins by making a case for dynamic mathematics environment technologies – 

including what they are and why they are important.  Then a review of the literature related 

to the analysis of DME’s and research-based criteria to be considered when selecting DME 

tasks is shared.  Finally, a tool for evaluating dynamic mathematics environment tasks is 

proposed.  This tool is implemented and results are analyzed in later chapters to determine its 

effectiveness in aiding teachers in the selection of high-quality tasks. 

 

Making a Case for Dynamic Mathematics Environments 

The argument has been made for many years for the role that technology should play 

in education; the focus has shifted somewhat to best practices for integration and 

implementation of technology tools in the classroom.  When integrating technology into the 

teaching and learning mathematics, it is imperative to carefully consider the technology 

tools’ fidelity.  Bos (2009) explains that we cannot assume all technology tools actually 

deepen mathematical understanding.  For this reason, there are three fidelities for teachers to 

consider when selecting and using technology tools to enhance instruction. 

- Pedagogical fidelity is the extent to which the tool allows students to actually ‘do’ 

mathematics without being distracted or limited by technical features within the 

dynamic environment (Bos, 2009). The tool needs provide clear actions and 

consequences so that the students are able to test their ideas. An example of 

pedagogical infidelity can be seen in the Algebra Tile applet shown in Figure 1.  The 

features included in the menu on the right side of the screen are not intuitive, nor do 
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they all have an effect on the mathematics concept being presented.  For instance, the 

sixth button on the list rotates the rectangle 90ᵒ.  This action is irrelevant to the task at 

hand.  Students will spend a significant amount of time discovering functions of the 

built-in tools instead of being able to focus on the mathematics.  Also, when you click 

the check mark, there is only a noise indicating whether or not the model is correct.  

The consequence of a student’s action does not produce any sort of mathematical 

insight into why they problem is right or wrong. 

 

Figure 1: Illuminations Algebra Tiles Applet (“Algebra Tiles,” n.d.) 

 

- Mathematical fidelity is a tools’ mathematical accuracy in regards to the behavior and 

properties of the concept.  It is the ability of the tool to uphold mathematical 

structure. (Bos, 2009).  An example of mathematical infidelity can be seen in Figure 2 

when graphing rational functions on the TI-83 calculator.  Due to the number of 

pixels on the screen, a vertical line appears in the place of a vertical asymptote.  This 

fallacy creates an inaccurate representation of rational functions by creating 

components of the graph that are not defined. 
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Figure 2: Screenshot of TI-83 calculator graph of rational function (Allen, 2013) 

 

- Cognitive fidelity is the tools’ ability to function in a way that is consistent with the 

way a student would think about a particular concept.  The tool should be able to 

reflect the user’s cognitive thoughts and actions (Bos, 2009).  The following example 

shown in Figure 3 demonstrates a cognitive infidelity in Wolfram Alpha.  When 

asking the free online tool to solve a quadratic equation, this tool does not use the 

quadratic formula.  While the tool does show multiple strategies, such as graphing 

and completing the square, it omits the use of the quadratic formula, which may be 

the most popular method for solving quadratic equations for beginning and 

intermediate Algebra students.  Thus, students who have chosen this methodology do 

not have a tool that supports their cognitive processes. 
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Figure 3: Wolfram Alpha Calculator (“Wolfram Alpha,” n.d.) 

 

A high degree of fidelity occurs when the tools are true to the mathematics and are 

used in such a way to substantiate student understanding (Bos, 2009).  These fidelities are 

important considerations for any technology tool.  One type of technology tool that has been 

proven to facilitate a students’ understanding of concept, procedure, and application are 

dynamic mathematics environments. Tasks incorporated with dynamic mathematics 

environments allow users to construct, manipulate, interpret, and/or make and validate 

conjectures to discover relationships in mathematics.  As made evident by the name, the key 

component of DMEs is the dynamism of the tools; by changing one input, one is able to see 

the effects that change has on all of the outputs it is linked to.  There are a large number of 
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dynamic mathematics environments that are now available; some of which are free.  Some of 

the more popular DMEs include GeoGebra, The Geometer’s Sketchpad, TI NSpire, 

TinkerPlots, Fathom and Cabri.  While some concepts are more suitable for DMEs than 

others, teaching and learning in all branches of mathematics can benefit from the inclusion of 

DME tasks. 

For example, in algebra, solving linear equations is a fundamental topic where DME 

tools can be utilized.  The screenshot shown in Figure 4, illustrates a GeoGebra task, which 

presents students with an equation. They are asked to model and solve the equation using the 

balance scale.  As they proceed through the steps to solve the equation, with each addition or 

removal of an algebra tile, the beam tilts from side-to-side indicating the equality, or 

inequality, of the left and right expressions based on the student’s actions.  This tilting 

motion is powerful when students are exploring the concept of equality.  Students are 

encouraged to explore ways to create and maintain a balanced scale, or equivalent 

expressions, using the properties of equality.  Tasks like this one provide multiple entry 

points so that students can approach the problem from their own place of understanding.  It 

also lends itself towards teacher-facilitated discussion about the opportunity to have different 

approaches that lead to the same outcome. 
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Figure 4: GeoGebra Balancing Equations Worksheet (Nevin, 2014) 

 

Rate of change is another popular algebra concept where DME tools can be used to 

facilitate learning.  Sliders, shown in Figure 5 labeled as ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, are a bar-like 

feature in which students manipulate by dragging a point back-and-forth on a number line 

and are often linked to several different representations.  By moving the slider, the user is 

able to visualize the effects that their input has on the equation, the graph, and the table, 

simultaneously, to facilitate the connection between parameters. 
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Figure 5: Sliders a, b, and c change values of coefficients in the terms of a quadratic function 

(“Patterns & Equations”, 2015) 

 

For geometry, the dynamism is most frequently exhibited in the ability to drag 

geometric objects.  This type of dynamic environment (e.g. The Geometer’s Sketchpad) is 

the most popular in current research.  Dragging, while preserving certain defining properties, 

provides continuous variations of a figure while simultaneously changing pre-set 

measurements so that one can observe how the two are consequently connected.  For the case 

of isosceles triangles in Figure 6, by the construction of the task and through the 

manipulation of the user, one is able to drag the vertices to distinguish the invariances of the 

triangle.  Students are able to make conjectures and build definitions based on what occurs as 

a consequence of dragging the points. 
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Figure 6: Geometer’s Sketchpad Isosceles Triangle Task  

(“Isosceles Triangle Investigation”, 2013) 

 

Probability and statistics is a third area of mathematics where DMEs are very useful 

for visualizing, organizing, and simulating data.  For example, data simulation sampling tools 

are dynamically linked to spreadsheet and graphic views of the data generated.  In Figure 7, 

one can see an example of a simulation tool that starts with a collection of data and the user 

can decide what type of simulation to run.  The DME then collects the results and allows the 

user to display the results in a variety of methods including bar graphs, dot plots, pie charts, 

difference tables, and more.  There also exists the ability to drag labels to and from the x- and 

y-axis on graphs and drag points individual points within the plot to separate or condense the 

data for analysis purposes. 
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Figure 7: Tinkerplots Contagious Yawning Simulation (Zieffler, 2013) 

 

 In all branches of mathematics, dynamic environments offer an alternative to paper-

and-pencil assignments where emphasis is often misplaced in the tasks of drawing, 

computation and measurement.  Instead, DMEs provide engaging interfaces that encourage 

students’ self-discovery and exploration so that the underlying focus is on conjectures and 

generalizations and not on technical demands.  A diagram on paper often depicts a single 

case that inhibits the students’ ability to explore the question “what if…?”; whereas, the 

dynamism of DME sketches allows students to explore such questions and improves their 

ability to visualize the effects that manipulations have on a sketch or graph and what those 

variants, or invariants, imply about a particular conjecture.  There is a higher-level of 

reasoning and understanding when you have the ability to see the relationships between the 
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figure’s properties and measurements simultaneously as a result of your own manipulation.  

When students are able to construct, discover, and make and test conjectures on their own, 

they acquire a more meaningful and longer-lasting understanding of mathematic 

relationships. 

 

Analyzing Tasks in Dynamic Mathematics Environments 

With the increasing amount of research to suggest the effectiveness of dynamic 

mathematics environments, the availability of online DME tasks has become immense in 

recent years.  For the purpose of this research, we define a “task” to be a DME file that 

contains both prompt(s) and sketch(es) (Figure 8).  The term prompt includes the set of 

directions and/or questions that prompt action from the user.  The term sketch refers to the 

many different types of DME technology tools/files including geometry sketches, coordinate 

planes, spreadsheets, computer algebra systems, data simulators, etc. 

 

 

Figure 8: DME task description 

 

Teachers can search keywords for any particular lesson and find hundreds of DME 

tasks that have been designed to address particular concepts.  With this seemingly endless 
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depository for artifacts, there is no longer difficulty with finding a DME task, but, instead, 

there is the problem with determining which of the DME tasks will be the best to implement 

with students.   

Stein and Smith (1998) created The Mathematics Task Framework that distinguishes 

three phases in which tasks pass through before student learning is attained (Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9: The Mathematics Task Framework (Stein & Smith, 1998) 

 

The first phase involves task selection; examining available resources and choosing a 

task that facilitates conceptual connections and builds on students’ prior knowledge.  The 

second phase consists of the setup of the mathematical task by the teacher; establishing task 

features and conditions that address various levels of cognitive demand.  And the final phase 

is the implementation of the mathematical task by the students. 

It is the first phase of this framework, task selection, which presents the biggest 

obstacle for teachers.  Ljajko and Ibro (2013) explain that, in order to achieve better results in 

dynamic mathematics environments, teachers must pay attention to the careful selection of 

material and appropriate software that gives the best chance to achieve the goal.  With the 

vast amount of open-source DMEs, there is a growing need for teachers to be able to critique 

the tasks and tools that are readily available.  When selecting a DME task, teachers would 

benefit from an easily-implemented rating system to assist them in determining whether a 
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task contains specific characteristics that research has shown to be most effective in 

achieving student learning and understanding through DMEs.  In order to create a rating 

system for teachers to use, criterion important for examining and evaluating the effectiveness 

of a tool must be established. 

 

Technology Integration 

 Before considering the intricate details of a task’s design and cognitive demand, there 

is a need to reflect on the overall integration of the task into planned instruction.  Harris et al. 

(2010) proposed a TPACK-based (technological pedagogical content knowledge) assessment 

rubric that helps one to quantify the extent of which technology is integrated into the lesson.  

Was the technology an essential component that optimizes students’ ability to do 

mathematics?  Did the technology tool align with the curriculum goals? Does the tool support 

instruction strategies? Harris et al. composed a rating scale to cover this spectrum of 

technology integration (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Technology Integration Assessment Rubric (Harris et al., 2010)

 

 

In order to benefit from using technology of any kind, but specifically DMEs, 

teachers need to be sure that the tool is appropriate across all categories to confirm that the 

tool is enhancing the mathematical concepts being taught and not detracting from it.  When 

examining DME tasks, this particular criterion should be assessed first because if it does not 

rank high amongst all of these categories, then the task would most likely not produce 

desirable results if implemented in the classroom. 
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Rating the Mathematical Depth of Tasks 

There is a second component to consider when examining DME tasks.  Sinclair 

(2003) wrote that, in terms of materials, she initially speculated that the dynamic sketch 

would be the most important component.  But after analyzing the data, she concluded that the 

task questions that accompany the sketch are just as important as the sketch itself.  The 

questions are equally as important because the two components, sketch and accompanying 

questions, should work together in order to create the most ideal environment for student 

exploration.   

Smith and Stein (1998) composed a list (Table 2) of specific characteristics of 

mathematical instructional tasks and grouped these characteristics into four categories 

depending on its level of cognitive demand.  

 

Table 2: Characteristics of mathematical instructional tasks (Smith & Stein, 1998) 

Lower-level demands (memorization): 

 Involve either reproducing previously learned facts, rules, or definitions or committing 

facts, rules, formulas or definitions to memory 

 Cannot be solved using procedures because a procedure does not exist or because the 

time frame in which the task is being completed is too short to use a procedure 

 Are not ambiguous.  Such tasks involve the exact reproduction of previously seen 

material, and what is to be reproduced is clearly and directly stated. 

 Have no connection to the concepts or meaning the underlie the facts, rules, formulas, 

or definitions being learned or reproduced 

Lower-level demands (procedures without connections): 

 Are algorithmic. Use of the procedure either is specifically called for or is evident from 

prior instruction, experience, or placement of the task. 

 Require limited cognitive demand for successful completion.  Little ambiguity exists 

about what needs to be done and how to do it. 

 Have no connection to the concepts or meaning that underlie the procedure being used. 

 Are focused on producing correct answers instead of on developing mathematical 

understanding. 

 Require no explanations or explanations that focus solely on describing the procedure 

that was used. 
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Table 2 Continued 

Higher-level demands (procedures with connections): 

 Focus students’ attention on the use of procedures for the purpose of developing deeper 

levels of understanding of mathematical concepts and ideas. 

 Suggest explicitly or implicitly pathways to follow that are broad general procedures 

that have close connections to underlying conceptual ideas as opposed to narrow 

algorithms that are opaque with respect to underlying concepts. 

 Usually are represented in multiple ways, such as visual diagrams, manipulatives, 

symbols, and problem situations.  Making connections among multiple representations 

helps develop meaning. 

 Require some degree of cognitive effort.  Although general procedures may be 

followed, they cannot be followed mindlessly.  Students need to engage with conceptual 

ideas that underlie the procedures to complete the task successfully and that develop 

understanding. 

Higher-level demands (doing mathematics): 

 Require complex and nonalgorithmic thinking--a predictable, well-rehearsed approach 

or pathway is not explicitly suggested by the task, task instructions, or a worked-out 

example. 

 Require students to explore and understand the nature of mathematical concepts, 

processes, or relationships. 

 Demand self-monitoring or self-regulation of one’s own cognitive processes. 

 Require students to access relevant knowledge and experiences and make appropriate 

use of them in working through the task. 

 Require students to analyze the task and actively examine task constraints that may 

limit possible solution strategies and solutions. 

 Require considerable cognitive effort and may involve some level of anxiety for the 

student because of the unpredictable nature of the solution process required. 

 

Smith and Stein contend that classifying a task as “good” (i.e. a high-quality task) 

means that it has “the potential to engage students in higher-level thinking” (1998).  When 

used appropriately, DMEs, by their nature, can easily achieve a higher-level cognitive 

demand because the dynamism forces students to think beyond procedural knowledge and 

develop more meaningful connections.  When selecting tasks, prompts accompanying the 

sketch have the ability to drive the task to an even higher level of thinking and reasoning 
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based on the types of questions being asked.  Smith and Stein established well-defined 

categories to aid teachers in determining task’s the level of cognitive demand. 

 

Technology Task Design Principles 

The way in which the technology tool has been designed (i.e. the usability of the tool) 

is another key factor to consider and examine during DME task selection.  Sinclair (2003) 

conducted a case study that examined the design of pre-constructed dynamic geometry 

sketches and the accompanying task materials.  From this, she proposed five design 

principles to consider when creating or evaluating technology based tasks.  Sinclair wrote: 

In order to facilitate exploration a sketch must provide the means to 

address the questions and instructions.  In general: 

1. When a question aims to focus student attention, the sketch must 

provide the visual stimulus.  It must draw attention through colour, 

motion, and markings. 

2. When a statement prompts action, such as asking students to drag, 

observe or deduce, the sketch must contain the necessary provisions.  

It must provide affordances so that the student can take the required 

steps. 

3. Questions that invite exploration are open-ended.  In order to explore 

uncharted territory, the student requires a sketch that allows options.  

Thus, when a question invites exploration, the sketch must provide 

alternate paths. 
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4. A question can surprise -- which may lead to further exploration; 

however, the teacher is not necessarily there to correct any 

misinterpretation.  Thus, the sketch must support experimentation to 

unmask the confusion.  It must be flexible enough to help students 

examine cases, yet constrained enough to prevent frustration. 

5. Questions that check understanding are important parts of any learning 

situation.  In the study tasks, the checking involved students looking 

together for the answer.  Although peer-interactions were not 

discussed in this article, student results showed that the sketch aided 

this process by providing a shared image for students to consider and 

discuss. 

An important underlying thread must be a focus on provisions that will help 

students learn how to use change to explore, and how to extend their visual 

interpretation skills (Sinclair, 2003). 

The emphasis of Sinclair’s research was the relationship between the design of the 

materials and the effects that the design principles had on the exploration process for 

students.  She argues that the decisions about the design of a dynamic sketch have the ability 

to support or impede the development of students’ exploration and thinking skills.   

Building on this research, Underwood et al. (2005) saw a need to “operationalize” a 

method for extracting these design principles.  They examined a set of online applets and 

noted twenty-one learner-centered design principles in which they grouped into three main 

categories: motivation, presentation, and support for problem solving (Table 3).  They, too, 
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like Sinclair, emphasized the relationship between design principle and student consequence 

by including the intended effects of each principle. 

 

Table 3: The categorized design principles with intended effects (Underwood et al., 2005) 

Category Design Principle Intended Effect 

Motivation 1. Provide a familiar problem 

context. 

2. Use second person voice. 

3. Enable a reward for students early 

in the problem solving process 

(e.g., provide easy questions or 

activities they can do 

successfully) 

4. Match user expectations for 

playability for videogame-like 

activities, interactivity, high-

quality graphics, etc. 

Motivation 

 

Immersive, motiving, creates 

ownership for student 

 

Get involved in the problem that leads 

toward producing a solution 

 

Get game players to take seriously and 

students continue with the problem 

Presentation 1. Question, cover story, and/or 

introduction should be clear, 

unwordy, unsuperfluous. 

2. Proofread text, labels, etc., with 

target users and age range in 

mind. 

3. All other things being equal, use 

professional conventions for 

content domain. 

4. Make the links between 

representations obvious and 

warranted. 

5. Use high-quality graphics and 

other media (i.e. still graphics, 

audio, animation). 

6. Draw attention only to things that 

support the problem solving. 

7. Make everything described in the 

question obvious in the applet; 

align interactive and 

noninteractive parts. 

Students get started quickly because 

they know what to do 

 

Reduce distractions or snag, increased 

focus on learning issues. 

 

Familiarity, enculturation 

 

 

Less division of attention, 

understanding relationships 

 

Better understanding of the problem 

 

More on task, more focus on important 

issues to help student solve the 

problem 

 

Students oriented more quickly. The 

applet supports student solutions to the 

questions. 
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Table 3 Continued 

Support for 

Problem 

Solving 

1. Supply a history of actions, 

wasteful duplication. 

2. Allow multiple entre points (e.g., 

ability, experiences, preferences, 

styles). 

3. Support multiple approaches and 

multiple solution strategies (e.g., 

questions and/or applet). 

4. Use dynamic multiple 

representations appropriately 

(linked or not-linked, multiple or 

single sources of control). 

5. Give students opportunities to 

make predictions, commit to 

them, and examine outcomes. 

6. Reward thoughtful strategic use 

of the tool more than random use. 

7. Make a pedagogical decision 

about whether closure is needed. 

8. Applet should give appropriate 

status feedback (say the right 

thing at the right time in the right 

way). 

9. Require a level of accuracy 

necessary for the problem 

solving. 

10. Make effort involved in an 

activity proportional to the 

importance of what is needed to 

solve a problem (aside from 

programming for accuracy). 

Can lead to reflection, strategy tuning, 

and not 
 

Students might have many ways to get 

started, get involved 
 

Students can use different strategies to 

solve the problem -- more students 

should be able to engage in 

mathematical thinking 
 

Develop representation fluency. 

Facilitate movement toward better 

understanding of the problem. More 

students should be able to engage in 

mathematical thinking 
 

Students may revise their solution 

strategies. Way to make learnable 

moment 
 

Less try-and-trash, more thinking 
 

Sense of accomplishment 
 

Appropriate challenge but doesn’t get 

too far off track 
 

Reduces wasteful hairsplitting 
 

More likely to stick with the problem.  

Students attend primarily on relevant 

factors. Less busywork in the student’s 

mind. 

 

The research by Sinclair and Underwood et al. has provided a substantial list of 

elements to consider related to design when creating DME tasks.  The proposed list of task 

characteristics ensures pedagogical, mathematical, and cognitive fidelities while also 

providing enough leeway for student exploration and self-discovery of mathematics.  The 

design principles help maintain a balance of appeal/functionality and sound mathematics. 
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Synthesis of DME Task Design Research 

Based on the work of Smith and Stein’s (1998) levels of cognitive demand and 

Sinclair’s (2003) design principles, Trocki (2014) created a framework (Table 4) for 

analyzing dynamic geometry tasks.   

 

Table 4: Framework for Task Analysis (Trocki, 2014) 

 

 

This framework is appealing due to its concise method for evaluating the quality of a 

dynamic geometry task.  Trocki adapted and synthesized prior research and coded levels of 

allowance for each category: cognitive demand, which he called mathematical depth, and 

design principle(s), which he called technological action.  He defined a high-quality task to 

be one in which both the mathematical prompts and the technological actions combine to 

focus students on understanding concepts, processes, and relationships as the sketch evolves.   
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For analyzing tasks, the hierarchal levels of mathematical depth make classifying 

prompts very straight-forward; however, it is unclear which of these levels is considered 

being a lower-level of cognitive demand and which is considered a higher-level.  For 

instance, if a task falls into the Level 3 category for Allowance of Mathematical Depth, does 

that mean the task is considered to have a high- or low-level of cognitive demand as 

classified by Smith and Stein?  Such distinction may be helpful to consider when designing a 

DME task or analyzing a previously created one.  The types of technological actions are 

designed to be more of a ‘yes or no’ checklist of actions elicited by the prompts.  Although 

Trocki does not make this list hierarchal, the level of intricacy and complexity of actions as 

you progress down the alphabetical list increases.  This, too, may be helpful to classify into 

lower- and higher-level demands. 

 

Proposed Rating System 

Harris et. al. (2010) wrote that “[a]lthough there is ever-increasing emphasis on 

integrating technology in teaching, there are few well-tested and refined assessments to 

measure the quality of this integration.” (pg. 323).  When considering research for 

technology integration, the rating of mathematical depth, and the task design principles, this 

generates a rather large amount of literature to read and synthesize.  Classroom teachers need 

a relatively quick, concise, research-based tool to use to evaluate the effectiveness of a 

dynamic mathematics environment task.  For this reason, I am going to create more 

operationalized version of the aforementioned research by Harris et al. (2010), Smith and 

Stein (1998), Sinclair (2003), and Underwood et al. (2005), to create a rubric to aid 
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classroom teachers in their selection of DME tasks. This will expand the Framework for Task 

Analysis by Trocki (2014), so that the criteria applies to all branches of mathematics. 

The Technology Integration Assessment Rubric (Harris et al., 2010), considers the 

extent to which the DME task is suitable for the curriculum and instruction purposes and 

contributes to students’ understanding of the concept.  I modified Harris’ rubric to lessen the 

length and complexity and create a tool that is appropriate for teachers, without significant 

background knowledge of the research, to determine the quality of integration of technology 

into the lesson (Table 5).  I designed it to be a rating scale of A, B, or C so that this rubric is 

not to be confused with the numerical ratings for the Levels of Mathematical Depth (Table 

6).  In addition, I created a not applicable category which helps teachers to decide whether or 

not to peruse the task further or immediately rule it out for classroom purposes.  This initial 

rubric is essential in the filtering process to quickly weed out tasks that offer no value to 

mathematical understanding or instruction. 

 

Table 5: Technology Integration Rubric 

Grading Scale Technology Integration Rubric 

A 
Technology use is essential for content, instructional strategies and technology to 

fit together. 

B 
Technology used as an accessory. Content and instructional strategies fit together 

with or without technology. 

C 
Technology use does not support instructional strategies. Content, instructional 

strategies and technology do not fit together. 

N/A Technology does not reflect instruction. Content not designed for classroom use. 

 

After rating based on technology integration, if appropriate to continue further, as 

determined by the teacher’s instructional goals, then it is necessary to evaluate the task’s 

Level of Mathematical Depth (Table 6).  Due to the framework’s hierarchical nature, when 
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using this rating system, a task should be classified based on the overall level of cognitive 

demand of all features, both prompt(s) and sketch(es).  Trocki’s (2014) hierarchical levels 

needed to be expanded to include DME tasks in other areas of mathematics in addition to 

geometry.  In doing so, this required a few additional categories to be added to encompass a 

wider mathematical vocabulary and content.  Also, as mentioned previously, it would be 

helpful to know what level of depth constituted a lower- or higher-level of reasoning.  To 

accomplish these things, I adapted Stein and Smith’s (1998) task characteristics, since it was 

not specific to geometry, into a more succinct list and then applied a hierarchical rating 

system similar to Trocki’s. The proposed N/A, Level 0, and Level 1 category descriptions did 

not change from Trocki’s framework, with the exception of wording, because those ratings 

were appropriate for any dynamic mathematics task.  In an attempt to make a clear separation 

between lower- and higher-level cognitive demand, there needed to be smaller and more 

specific distinctions in Trocki’s remaining categories.  Trocki’s Level 2 pertaining to 

constructions was split into Level 2 and Level 3 categories to apply to algebraic and 

algorithmic mathematics. Trocki’s Level 3 referring to a sketch was also split into Level 4 

and Level 5 categories for similar reasons.  Trocki’s Level 4 is comparable to the proposed 

Level 6 category where there is a change in focus on relationships within the sketch. And his 

Level 5 referring to construction was split into Level 7 and 8 to incorporate other areas of 

mathematics. The splitting into smaller chunks made the characteristics more specific and 

created a natural divide in the proposed framework between lower- and higher-levels of 

cognitive demand.  Up through Level 4, the prompts were soliciting rote memorization 

and/or algorithmic repetition with little or no connection beyond that.  The criteria for 
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prompts classified as a Level 5 or higher require more reasoning and critical thinking about 

the processes students observe as they interact with the task. 

 

Table 6: Levels of Mathematical Depth 

 
Levels of Mathematical Depth 

 Hierarchical 

Levels 
Description 

L
o

w
er

-L
ev

el
 D

em
an

d
s 

N/A Task requires a technology with no focus on mathematics. 

0 
Sketch does not have mathematical accuracy required to respond 

to prompt. 

1 
Prompt involves reproducing previously learned facts, rules, or 

definitions. 

2 
Prompt involves the exact reproduction of previously seen 

material and what is to be reproduced is clearly stated. 

3 
Prompt is algorithmic and the use of the procedure is specifically 

called for. 

4 
Prompt requires explanations that focus solely on describing the 

procedure that was used. 

H
ig

h
er

-L
ev

el
 D

em
an

d
s 

5 
Prompt suggest pathways to follow that are broad/general 

procedures and require some degree of cognitive effort. 

6 

Task is represented in multiple ways, such as visual diagrams, 

manipulatives, symbols, and problem situations and requires 

students to make connections among the multiple representations. 

7 

Task requires students to access relevant knowledge and 

experiences and make appropriate use of them in working 

through the task. 

8 

Task requires complex and nonalgorithmic thinking to explore, 

understand, and analyze the task and actively examine task 

constraints. 

  

  It is not necessary, nor is it realistic, to expect that all tasks implemented in the 

classroom will fall into the Level 8 category; hence the division of levels into two broad 

categories.  A desirable task can fall anywhere within the higher-level demands section; 

however, lower-level tasks have their place as well in classroom instruction depending on the 

teacher’s instructional goals. 
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A final component to the evaluation tool is a synthesized and succinct summary of 

research by Sinclair (2003) and Underwood et al. (2005), highlighting key design elements 

for constructing dynamic mathematics tasks.  As previously stated, it is important that these 

principles are presented in a format in which the language and usability is appealing for 

classroom teachers.  For this reason, I created a Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

(Table 7).  When selecting a DME task, teachers should consider the list of design principles 

to determine if the task meets the basic criteria for presentation and support for problem 

solving.  The checklist format is practical for quickly examining which of the design 

principles is present in a task. 

 

Table 7: Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

□   Prompts are clear and unwordy 

□   Color draws attention to important aspects of the technology 

□   Text has been proofread, is free from error, and is age appropriate 

□   Text does not interfere with other components of the technology 

□   Links between multiple representations are obvious 

□   Sketch allows for multiple entry points based on ability/experience 

□   Task supports multiple approaches and multiple solution strategies 

 

 By clustering the three aforementioned components (Appendix A), classroom 

teachers are presented with a one-page rubric to reference when selecting dynamic 

mathematics environment tasks.  This proposed rating system not only synthesizes 

information across multiple research studies, but it also adapts those results so that the 

language and format is more accessible for classroom teachers. 
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Conclusion 

 Technology in the twenty-first century is exploited on nearly every level of our day-

to-day interactions.  Thus, its importance in the mathematics classroom is no different.  “The 

use of instructional technology in secondary mathematics education has proliferated in the 

last decade” (Sherman, 2014).  Dynamic mathematics environments have the potential to 

transform students’ mathematical thinking and reasoning.  But the implementation of such 

technologies is very important.  The amount of online resources available for teachers have 

increased substantially as the implications of DMEs have become more apparent; thus, the 

need for an evaluation tool to aid teachers in the selection of online DME tasks. 

 The proposed rating system, evolving from previous research by Harris et. al. (2010), 

Smith and Stein (1998), Sinclair (2003), Underwood et. al. (2005), and Trocki (2014), 

presents teachers with a rubric for technology integration, a hierarchy of cognitive demand, 

and a checklist of design principles to evaluate the potential effectiveness of a dynamic 

mathematics environment task.  The next chapter details the research methodology for testing 

and analyzing the proposed rating system.  
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CHAPTER THREE – METHODOLOGY 

 To test the proposed DME task rating system, tasks were sampled from GeoGebra 

Tube, an open-source depository for tasks using GeoGebra (www.geogebra.com).  GeoGebra 

is a dynamic mathematics environment that brings together a plane geometry environment, a 

computer algebra system, spreadsheets, and a coordinate plane graphing environment 

(including 2D and 3D).  It is a popular resource for teachers because it is powerful, versatile, 

free, and easily accessible through any Internet browser.  Technology files uploaded to 

GeoGebra Tube are not monitored; thus, there is no regard to a task’s design features or the 

fidelity of the tool itself.  Similar to popular social networking programs, the current rating 

system of GeoGebra Tube is the “LIKE” feature.  The higher the number of “LIKES” a task 

has received, the higher its rating.  They also have a collection of “Popular Worksheets,” 

which appears to include tasks with the highest number of “LIKES”.   

 The purpose of this study is to test the proposed rating system on tasks currently 

found on GeoGebra Tube.  A sample of tasks from GeoGebra Tube will be evaluated based 

on the overall implication of integrating the DME technology for instructional purposes, the 

level of cognitive demand required by the prompt(s), and basic design principles of the task.  

The ratings will then be analyzed to discover trends amongst tasks as well as to determine the 

overall effectiveness of the proposed rating system.   

 The specific research questions I aim to answer are: 

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the rating system? 

2. What does the rating system tell us about existing GeoGebra tasks? 

3. What technology affordances do higher/lower ranked tasks have in common? 
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Data Collection and Analysis 

 Previous research by Sinclair (2003) and Trocki (2014) has been limited to dynamic 

geometry environments, where they suggested design principles and conducted in-depth 

analysis of plane geometry tasks only.  To expand this idea to other content areas, this 

research sample contained tasks from each of the following: algebra, geometry, statistics, and 

calculus.  The purpose of this expansion was to create a system that could be utilized by a 

larger population of mathematics teachers. 

Sampling Procedure 

 During the initial sampling procedure, the intention was to collect one hundred tasks, 

defined as a DME sketch with prompt(s), from GeoGebra Tube. The tasks would be selected 

through a search query containing twenty tasks addressing each of the following content 

areas: algebra, geometry, statistics, and calculus. And within each of these content categories 

would include five tasks using computer-algebra systems (CAS), five tasks using 

spreadsheets, five tasks using graphics, and five tasks using a combination of these 

representations.  In addition to these eighty content-specific tasks, a sample of the top twenty 

tasks listed on the “Popular Worksheets” page would be rated, regardless of concept or 

technology tools.  The decision to categorize tasks in this manner was made in hopes to 

provide a wide range of tasks with which to test the system.  Throughout the sampling 

process within GeoGebra Tube, parameters for age (13-18), language (English), and type of 

task (worksheet) were utilized.   

 Upon the implementation of this sampling procedure, the initial approach had to be 

reconsidered due to the nature of the results yielded using said criteria.  The content-specific 

breakdown and variety of representations was not attainable using the search query with 
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these parameters (i.e. unable to find multiple geometry tasks with spreadsheets).  Also, there 

was difficulty finding a large number of tasks that included prompts.  As a result, a modified 

sampling procedure was implemented where the type of representation would not be limited 

and tasks without prompts (i.e. sketches only) would be considered as well.  The parameters 

for age, language, and type of task within the search query remained the same as well as the 

use of “Popular Worksheets”.  Even with the revised sampling procedure, the various search 

queries (Table 8) still contained many tasks that were unable to be used for the purpose of 

this research. 

 

Table 8: Search Query Results from GeoGebra Task Search 

 

 

 A total of 728 tasks were opened and inspected.  Of those tasks, fifty were selected 

for analysis and 678 received a rating of “N/A” on the Technology Integration Rubric.  

Therefore, those tasks were discounted since they were not designed for classroom and/or 

instruction purposes.  There were numerous reasons for a task to receive a rating of “N/A”.  

The most common issues were: 
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- Lack of direction: there was no prompt and not enough intuitive information for 

one to perceive the purpose of the task to develop prompts that correspond to the 

sketch 

- Non-Instructional Tasks: uploads were final creations from student projects where 

the assignment was creating a DME sketch but not for instructional purposes 

- Pretty pictures: uploads were pictures and/or animations with no mathematical 

content 

- Language: although one of the parameters for searching was “English”, many of 

the tasks did not meet this criteria and prompts were written in a foreign language 

Of the fifty tasks selected for analysis, thirty-three contained prompts and seventeen 

did not. The fifty tasks selected for analysis were deemed sufficient because the prompts 

were explicitly written and included in the task or the DME sketch was sound and intuitive 

and prompts could easily be written by the teacher to accompany the sketch.   

Data Coding Procedure 

 A spreadsheet was used during data collection (Table 9) to keep a record of important 

information.  Spreadsheet entries include: task name and URL, date the task was accessed, 

mathematical concept addressed, type of sketch included in task, number of “LIKES” 

received, whether or not the task contained a prompt, the Level of Mathematical Depth (from 

proposed rating system, Table 6, page 28), a grade from the Technology Integration Rubric 

(from proposed rubric, Table 5, page 26), results from the Checklist of Basic Task Design 

Principles (from proposed table, Table 7, page 29), and any additional comments to support 

the why a task given the rating. 
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 The task name, URL, date the task was accessed, mathematical concept addressed, 

type of sketch included in task, and number of “LIKES” received was explicit data taken 

from GeoGebra Tube.  Coding began when classifying whether or not the task contained a 

prompt.  A 0 indicated there was no prompt present and a 1 indicated that there was at least 

one prompt contained within the task file.  Based on that coding, the tasks were then rated for 

level of mathematical depth.  Due to the fact that the proposed hierarchy is based off the 

prompt(s) and what is asked of the student, there was no way to code data in this category for 

tasks without prompts; so, as a result, this cell was blank when prompts were absent.  Thus, 

only tasks with prompts were coded accordingly.  Each tasks’ prompt(s) were analyzed for 

low- and/or high-level of cognitive demand and given a rating of n/a or 0 to 10 based on 

where the prompts fell in the hierarchal levels of mathematical depth.  Next, each task, 

regardless of prompt(s), was coded with A, B, or C for technology integration.  This scale 

follows directly from the proposed rubric.  No task deemed suitable for classroom use had a 

N/A for technology integration because those tasks were discounted in the initial search 

query results.  The final aspect coded was the Checklist of Task Design Principles.  Each 

design principle was listed in a different column; a 0 indicated the design principle was 

absent and a 1 indicated the design principle was present.  Since several design principles 

depended on the prompt/text, the tasks without prompts could not be coded; therefore, those 

particular cells were left blank.
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Table 9: Data Collection Spreadsheet 
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Table 9 Continued 
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Analysis Procedures 

 Data were initially analyzed as a whole, regardless of content, prompt, or sketch 

representation.  General trends in the types of tasks available on GeoGebra tube, average and 

range in level of mathematical depth, and frequency of design principles were analyzed.  

Then, each component of the proposed rating system was isolated and analyzed individually 

to determine strengths and weakness of each individual tool.  Within each component, tasks 

were sorted based on whether or not the tasks had prompt(s) to accompany the sketch.  This 

type of sorting was critical for determining value for the rating system because certain 

aspects relied on prompts and the absence of prompts made it difficult to determine the value 

of the evaluation tool when fields were left blank.  For this reason, some of the analysis was 

conducted strictly on tasks with prompts.  Finally, there was analysis of how the components 

worked as a whole to determine the overall effectiveness of the proposed rating system.  For 

instance, tasks were sorted by level of mathematical depth and sorted again by the amount of 

design principles present.  This type of analysis identified connections within like-rated tasks. 

 

Conclusion  

 Data collection and analysis for this research involved examining 728 tasks, 

identifying which of those tasks were designed for classroom use, and then coding the fifty 

pre-constructed DME GeoGebra tasks based on the three components of the proposed rating 

system.  Sampling procedures were altered to address limitations within the open source 

GeoGebra Tube depository.  Due to analysis and coding, many of the findings presented in 

the next chapter will be discussed in two phases: tasks with prompts and tasks without 
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prompts.  Data collected and analyzed for this research will be used to determine the value of 

the proposed rating system for teachers to use when selecting DME tasks.   
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CHAPTER FOUR – FINDINGS 

After collecting samples from GeoGebra and applying the proposed DME task rating 

system, both the tasks and rating rubrics were further analyzed to determine trends amongst 

the tasks and determine the effectiveness of the proposed rating system for evaluating 

dynamic mathematics environment tasks.  The first phase of analysis dissected the rating 

system and looked at each individual piece that comprised the proposed evaluation tool.  

Initially, each of the three components of the rating system, the Technology Integration 

Rubric, the hierarchical Levels of Mathematical Depth, and the Checklist of Basic Task 

Design Principles, were analyzed separately.  This analysis identified general trends amongst 

tasks currently found on GeoGebra Tube.  Then, a second phase of analysis looked at the 

rating system as a whole.  This final analysis looked at the ratings across all three 

components and identified commonalities amongst like-rated tasks.  In addition to the rating 

rubrics, this section also considers the type of sketch (i.e. graphic, computer algebra system, 

spreadsheet, or combination thereof) and what implications the sketch type has on the rating. 

 

Individual Components of the Coding Scheme 

Technology Integration 

 Many of the tasks sampled demonstrate the crucial role dynamic environments play in 

student learning and understanding of mathematics.  Thirty-six out of fifty tasks received an 

“A”, symbolizing that the technology tool was essential for content and instruction.  Figures 

10 and 11 are two tasks that received an “A”.  What makes the technology an essential 

component of the task in Figure 10 is the ability to increase or decrease the number of 

divisions and watch the instantaneous effect that action has on the sketch and on the formula.  
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In Figure 11, the user changes the mass and angle of elevation and observes how these 

changes affect the speed and direction of the pulley system.  This dynamism is impossible to 

obtain using pencil and paper, which is what classifies these tasks as a grade “A” because the 

technology is critical to understanding the concepts presented in the tasks. 

 

Figure 10: Riemann Sums task (“Riemann Sums”, 2013) 

 

Figure 11: Inclined Plane with Two Masses and a Pulley task (“Inclined Plane”, 2013) 
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Thirteen more tasks received a “B”, indicating that the technology tool was an 

accessory, but still helpful and fitting with the content.  Figure 12 is an example of a task that 

fits this criterion.  The task prompts users to enter a quadratic equation.  The sketch graphs 

the function to demonstrate the physical location of the roots on the coordinate plane and the 

CAS computes the discriminant and roots of the equation.  The DME serves as a calculator.  

Many of the affordances DMEs offer are not exploited in this task; thus, making the 

technology tool an accessory not essential to the content. 

 

 

Figure 12: Solve Quadratic Equations task (Owsiak, 2013) 

 

There was only one task that received a “C” because the sketch did not function as 

intended so the technology was not useful.  Overall, in 72% of the tasks, the DME 

components of the task were essential for student learning.  In 98% of the tasks, the DME 

enhanced instruction to some degree. 
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Mathematical Depth 

Of the thirty-three tasks containing prompts, twenty-one of those received a rating of 

5 to 8 on the hierarchical Levels of Mathematical Depth, indicating that the majority of tasks 

containing prompts elicit a higher-level of cognitive demand from students.  Figure 13 is an 

example of a task rated as a Level 8 in mathematical depth.  The Exterior Angles of Polygons 

task received such rating due to the prompts, which start out as specific computations, then 

asks for a generalized formula, and finally extends to non-algorithmic thinking to making 

connections between convex and concave polygons.  

 

 

Figure 13: Exterior Angles of Polygons task (C.M., 2011) 

Level 8 in Mathematical Depth 
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Figure 14 is an example of a task that received a rating of Level 6 in mathematical 

depth.  The Distributions Applet task contained multiple representations in which students 

were prompted to analyze those connections.  The task did not receive a higher rating 

because students did not have to access any relevant knowledge outside of the task in order to 

respond to the prompts 

 

 

Figure 14: Distributions Applet task (“Distributions Applet”, 2014) 

Level 6 in Mathematical Depth 

 

In addition to the twenty-one tasks receiving ratings similar to those above, five more 

tasks received a rating of Level 4 and were noted to have the ability to promote higher-level 

thinking; these tasks would have easily rated higher if the prompts were written as more of an 

open-ended question for students to make generalizations from their interactions with the 

task.  Figure 15 is an example of a task noted to have potential.  In the Correlation and 
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Regression task, the current prompt instructs the user to “investigate”.  The vagueness of this 

prompt would be difficult for students to navigate.  More specific prompts such as, “What do 

you notice about when to correlation coefficient is close to _____?”  and then the more 

general, “What does the correlation coefficient tell us about the data?” would make this task 

have a higher level of cognitive demand and would also provide better guidelines for the 

students to work towards without giving away too much of the self-discovery aspect. 

 

 

Figure 15: Correlation and Regression task (“Correlation and Regression”, 2015) 

Level 4 in Mathematical Depth 

 

There were six tasks that received a rating of Level 1 to Level 3, where the prompt 

required reproduction only.  And there was one task that received a rating of Level 0 because 

the sketch did not work as intended, which made the user unable to act upon the given 

prompts.  Figure 16 is an example of a task receiving a Level 1 rating in mathematical depth.  

The prompts accompanying the Algebraic Proof Justification 2 task involves direct 
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reproduction of algebraic properties of equality.  In addition, the sketch is a matching activity 

that also limits the cognitive demand. 

 

 

Figure 16: Algebraic Proof Justification 2 task (Gebbie, 2014) 

Level 1 in Mathematical Depth 

 

Overall, about 79% of the tasks containing prompts are at, or near, the level of 

thinking and reasoning that teachers want students to engage in.  This percentage suggests 

that about 4 out of 5 tasks chosen from GeoGebra Tube, assuming prompts are present, are 

typically designed to engage students in higher-order thinking. 

Design Principles 

A general analysis of the tasks, as it pertains to the Checklist of Basic Task Design 

Principles, establishes that about 90% of sketches include color that draws attention to and 

links certain aspects of the task.  Also, when text is included, about 95% of the tasks’ 

prompts are generally clear, age appropriate, and do not interfere with other components.   
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Figures 17, 18, and 19 show some examples of these design principles present in most of the 

GeoGebra Tube tasks sampled. 

 

   

     Figure 17: Algebraic equivalence task (McLaren, 2015) 

 

Figure 18: algebra balance multisteps task (Bauer, 2015) 
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Figure 19: Graphical and Algebraic System of Equations Solver task (Upham, 2015) 

 

On the contrary, the last three items on the checklist do not appear as often in the 

sampled tasks.  Over half of the tasks do not link multiple representations, allow for multiple 

entry points, or support multiple approaches.  There are some content limitations where tasks 

are intentionally designed to address these particular issues; but these limitations are 

necessary and purposeful and should not to be considered as such.  Figures 20 and 21 show 

some examples of tasks that demonstrate this lack of support of multiple approaches.  These 

tasks limit the user’s ability to manipulate the sketch and only allow for a one-directional 

approach. 
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Figure 20: Particle Motion task (O’Sullivan, 2015) 

Move the Slider to watch particle movement. No other manipulations available. 

 

 

Figure 21: Central Limit Theorem task (Stuart, 2014) 

Boxes to check to change the sample size.  No other manipulations allowed. 
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This suggests the first set of features are basic aesthetics and apply when creating any 

task, with or without technology.  It is the last three features that are key elements that set 

DMEs apart from other types of tasks.  And by including those design features, it opens the 

door to conjectures and individual interpretation.  Thus, it depends on the purpose of the task 

and instructor’s objectives as to whether or not to include the multiple representations, 

multiple entry points, and multiple approaches. 

 

Connections Within Components of the Rating System 

 As each component of the proposed rating system was analyzed individually, trends 

began to appear in coding.  This prompted comparison across the rating scales to analyze 

similarities amongst like-rated tasks.  There were two main areas of overlap in coding when 

comparing across the three rubrics in the proposed evaluation tool: (1) between tasks with 

high-level cognitive demand and their design principles, and (2) between the level of 

mathematical depth and the type of sketch. 

Mathematical Depth & Design Principles 

DME tasks with a high-level of cognitive demand on the Mathematical Depth 

hierarchy also exhibited a majority of the principles on the Checklist of Basic Task Design.  

Of the twenty-one tasks with prompts rated as Level 5 to Level 8 on the hierarchal scale 

indicating levels of cognitive demand, two-thirds had five or more of the seven basic task 

design elements.  Twelve of the thirteen tasks rated as 0 to 4 on the hierarchal levels of 

mathematical depth were lacking at least two of the last three features of the checklist: 

linking multiple representations, allowing for multiple entry points, or supporting multiple 

approaches.  This evidence suggests that the last three items on the Checklist of Basic Task 
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Design Principles are generally associated with tasks that have higher-level cognitive 

demands. 

 

 

Figure 22: Rational Functions task (Mays, 2013) 

 

The Rational Functions GeoGebra task (Figure 22) is an example of a task rated as a 

Level 6 for Mathematical Depth and contains all items on the Checklist of Basic Task Design 

Principles with the exception of color.  The prompt utilizes multiple representations by 

instructing students to enter functions into the CAS, which computes the rational functions 

and graphs accordingly.  The overall design of the task allows for multiple entry points and 

multiple solution strategies.  Students input functions based on their knowledge.  Also being 

able to display and hide different components allows students to discover connections 

amongst the numerator, denominator, rational function, quotient, and remainder.  The 

questions accompanying the sketch ask users what they observe under certain conditions.  
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Because they are observing within the sketch, students are expected to have prior knowledge 

but are not making broad generalizations; thus keeping the task at a Level 6 in cognitive 

demand. 

 

 

Figure 23: Univariate Spreadsheet Task (Garfield, 2015) 

 

The Univariate Spreadsheet GeoGebra task (Figure 23) is an example from the other 

end of the spectrum.  In this case, there is an overall lack of design and lack of cognitive 

demand.  Students are prompted to enter their data into the “spreadsheet” (i.e. row of 

numbers highlighted in yellow on the sketch) and the sketch computes the five number 

summary and displays three types of graphical displays of the data.  Students can show/hide 

the various graphs but this does not increase the level of demand because they have no way 

of manipulating the graphs to make generalizations about the data sets. 

Linking multiple representations draws students’ attention to different aspects and 

elicits conjectures about how the attributes are connected visually and algebraically.  
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Allowing for multiple entry points and multiple approaches means the student brings his/her 

own knowledge to make sense of the task.  These actions lend themselves towards a higher 

levels of mathematical depth because students access information and make connections 

through their own efforts instead of following directly from prompt. 

Mathematical Depth & Type of Sketch 

When considering the type of sketch (i.e. graphic, computer algebra system, 

spreadsheet, or any combination thereof) and the hierarchical Levels of Mathematical Depth, 

there is a lack of evidence to suggest that the two share commonalities with like-rated tasks.  

It would seem as if the more numerous and elaborate the representations, the more students 

would be expected to observe connections and make conjectures amongst them, which 

would, in turn, lead to a higher level of cognitive demand.  However, when analyzing these 

two areas of coding, the type of sketch and level of mathematical depth, there are nine tasks 

out of fifty that contain multiple types of sketches (i.e. a combination of graphic and CAS, 

graphic and spreadsheet, or graphic + CAS + spreadsheet).  And of those nine tasks, six 

contained prompts with an average mathematical depth being a Level 4. 

Thus, there is evidence of a relationship between mathematical depth and design 

principles and there is evidence of a lack of a relationship between mathematical depth and 

type of sketch.  This contradiction suggests that the prompts accompanying the particular 

tasks examined with multiple types of sketches are not worded in such a way that students 

are psuhed towards the higher-order thinking.  In other words, the wording is such that 

students are not directed towards the big idea, and so, therefore, the prompt does not live up 

to the potential of the sketch. 
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Figure 24: Solution of a quadratic equation (Rawat, 2015) 

 

The Solution of a quadratic equation GeoGebra task (Figure 24) is an example of a 

task with multiple types of sketches but still having a relatively low level of cognitive 

demand due to the accompanying prompts.  Students are instructed to move sliders and 

observe the roots in CAS and on the parabolic function in the graphic.  They are not required 

to do anything with their observations and manipulations, so the task is remains a level 4 in 

mathematical depth.  Incorporating prompts that do not use explicit functions but instead 

generalize to discover properties of quadratic roots would create a higher level of cognitive 

demand.  For example, “What do you notice about the equation of functions that have two 

real roots? One real root? Two imaginary roots?”  Making similar adjustments to the other 

five tasks in the sample would mean the user will be taking steps to utilize the DME to its 

potential and this type of conclusion would not be gathered from the data. 
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Conclusion 

Similar to looking at each tool individually, there are connections between tasks when 

looking across the three rubrics as well.  Using the proposed rating system as a whole has 

implications for validating the effectiveness of the tool and also opens the opportunity for 

adjustments to the rating system to further streamline the process of evaluating a DME task.  

Whether focusing solely on a particular component of the proposed rating system or using 

the entire three-part rating system for evaluating the effectiveness of DME tasks, trends 

found during this process have implications both on the rating tool itself and on the current 

tasks found in the GeoGebra Tube open-source depository. 
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CHAPTER FIVE – DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a proposed rating 

system for teachers to use when selecting dynamic mathematics environment tasks.  Previous 

research from Harris et. al. (2010), Smith and Stein (1998), Sinclair (2003), Underwood et. 

al. (2005), and Trocki (2014), was synthesized to form this three-part rating system, which 

was tested on pre-constructed GeoGebra tasks uploaded to GeoGebra Tube.  Data collected 

during this investigation were analyzed and findings have been presented.  This chapter will 

answer the research questions proposed in Chapter 3 as well as discuss the limitations and 

implications for this study and future research. 

Answering the Research Questions 

 The research questions purported in Chapter 3 were answered based on the findings 

from using the proposed rating system to evaluate of fifty pre-constructed GeoGebra tasks.   

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the rating system? 

The proposed rating system was designed to provide teachers with concise, research-

based criteria to aid in the selection and evaluation of pre-constructed DME tasks.  This 

system was tested on fifty pre-constructed GeoGebra tasks sampled from GeoGebra Tube.  

One of the biggest challenges during data collection was the lack of tasks with prompts.  

Because components of the rating system depend upon the presence of prompts, it was 

essential to group the tasks into two categories, those with prompts and those without 

prompts, to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed rating system. 

For tasks with prompts, all three components of the proposed rating system can be 

utilized to conduct an overall evaluation of the potential effectiveness of the task.  However, 

while some components are very straight forward (i.e. color and text placement), other 
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components are more subjective and can depend upon the individual evaluating the DME 

tool (i.e. support for multiple approaches and solution strategies and the level of cognitive 

demand).  These specific aspects of the rating system depend on the user’s expectations and 

his/her knowledge of DME capabilities.  This subjectivity does not necessarily imply that the 

proposed rating system is ineffective, but the subjectivity can create discrepancies if you 

compare the multiple ratings of the same task by multiple individuals.  This limitation could 

be addressed by altering the number of Levels of Mathematical Depth, creating fewer levels 

and condensing some of the descriptions for easier classification, but, on the other hand, this 

could also take away from value of the tool because a wider range of tasks would fall into a 

single category resulting in a rating that may not be as informative. 

For tasks without prompts, the rating system is still a valuable tool to assess the 

potential of the sketch.  While the entire evaluation tool cannot be implemented, certain 

components of the rating system can be used successfully in the absence of prompts; the 

Technology Integration grading scale and over half of the Checklist of Basic Design 

Principles (i.e. the ones not related to text/prompts) are still relevant.   

Also, as discussed in the findings, sketches containing multiple approaches, multiple 

solution strategies, multiple entry points, etc. are typically found in tasks that also have 

prompts that elicit a higher level of cognitive demand.  Therefore, those three particular 

bullets on the Checklist of Design Principles, which are identifiable in sketches without 

prompts, can indicate the potential level of cognitive demand of the task once prompts are 

created.  If the task contains multiple approaches, multiple solution strategies, multiple entry 

points, etc. then this indicates that the sketch has the potential accommodate high-level 

prompts. 
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The strengths of the proposed rating system outweigh the weaknesses, implying that 

the rating system, overall, is a proficient evaluation tool for teachers.  The rating system, both 

as individual rubrics or as a whole, can be used as a relatively quick and concise tool to 

evaluate a pre-constructed DME task.  

What does the rating system tell us about existing GeoGebra tasks? 

 Because GeoGebra is a free dynamic mathematics environment and GeoGebra Tube 

is an open-source depository for DME tasks, there are several obstacles when searching on 

this website.  First, there is a general lack of tasks that are currently structured and prepared 

for immediate classroom use (i.e. tasks that meet the search criteria and tasks that model 

mathematics with fidelity).  There is a long filtering process necessary to search for and 

locate usable tasks that did not receive a rating of N/A for technology integration; and it is 

even more difficult to find high-level ready-to-use tasks.  Second, of the existing tasks that 

are appropriate for classroom use, even fewer contain prompts.  Fortunately, a lot of the tasks 

with prompts that are classified as low-level have a great deal of potential.  Low-level tasks 

with prompts can transition to high-level by a simple tweak to the wording of current 

prompts and/or adding some additional prompts to the existing ones to extend to 

generalizations and require non-algorithmic thinking.  Tasks without prompts still have a 

great deal of potential if the sketch contains many of the design principles.  For teachers who 

recognize the value of dynamic mathematic environments but struggle with constructing 

tasks, these types of sketches are ideal.  In fact, some teachers may prefer tasks without 

prompts so that they are able design their own questions on a supplemental worksheet to 

accompany the sketch. 
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 The third issue that the proposed rating system brought to light was fallacy in the 

existing system for rating tasks on GeoGebra Tube.  The tasks with the most “LIKES”, 

classified as Popular Worksheets, are rarely tasks that rate high using the proposed evaluation 

tool.  During data collection, 151 Popular Worksheets were examined before twenty usable 

tasks were found.  The figure below shows the breakdown twenty usable tasks from the 

Popular Worksheets page (Table 10).  The top-rated task had 138 “LIKES” but then there 

was a dramatic decline in the number of likes for the remaining tasks. The average number of 

likes for the tasks in this category is 25. 

 

Table 10: Popular Tasks Spreadsheet 
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 Of the twenty Popular Worksheet tasks rated, less than half were classified as having 

a high level of Mathematical Depth; thus, illustrating that a high number of “LIKES” can be 

misleading due to the lack of connection the “LIKE” has to the fidelity, design, or cognitive 

demand of the task.  This is further demonstrated by the fact that, at the time of sampling, 

twenty-nine of the thirty other tasks rated had zero “LIKES” but about half of them had 

proficient ratings according to the proposed system.  This discrepancy can be misleading for 

GeoGebra Tube users who are unfamiliar with the website. 

 Challenges within the current technical structure of GeoGebra Tube makes it difficult 

to users to search and located tasks with specific parameters; but the rating system tells us 

that existing GeoGebra tasks have a great deal of potential overall.  A few tasks are ready to 

use in their current state and many others have the structure and fidelity to become effective 

DME tasks with the addition of well-thought-out prompts.   

What technology affordances do higher/lower ranked tasks have in common? 

Tasks currently found on GeoGebra Tube are diverse: the design features, the level of 

cognitive demand, the tools used to manipulate the sketches, etc.  The only thing consistent 

amongst all of the tasks examined, both usable and not usable, is that every sketch contained 

a graphic.  Of the fifty tasks selected for analysis, there were nine tasks that had at least one 

other type of sketch in addition to the graphics, either a computer algebra system, 

spreadsheet, or both.  But because of the variability in the levels of mathematical depth for 

these nine tasks (and lack thereof for tasks without prompts), no conclusion can be made 

regarding if there is a relationship between the two.  More tasks with multiple types of 

sketches need to be analyzed before further inferences can be made. 
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 There is a connection, however, that can be made between the last two task Design 

Principles on the checklist.  Twenty tasks sampled contained at least one of the last two 

items: allows for multiple entry points based on ability/experience and supports multiple 

approaches and multiple solution strategies.  And of those twenty tasks, seventy-five percent 

of the tasks contained both of them.  This implies that the two Design Principles are 

generally coupled together and with one comes the other. 

 Another connection mentioned previously was that between the Design Principles 

present in a task and its Level of Mathematical Depth.  By examining the language of the 

design principles (i.e., the descriptions for “multiple approaches”, “multiple solutions”, 

“multiple entries”, and “multiple representations”), one can foresee how these particular 

characteristics of a sketch would lend themselves to higher-level tasks.  Incorporating options 

promotes discovery and allows room for non-algorithmic thinking, all of which are contained 

in the descriptions of tasks in the higher-level categories for mathematical depth. 

 

Implications 

Based on data collected for this research, there are a few implications regarding other 

benefits of the proposed rating system, suggestions for a simplified rating system based on 

findings, and considerations for the search query on GeoGebra Tube. 

Additional Uses of the Proposed Rating System 

In addition to evaluating and rating tasks that are currently uploaded to GeoGebra 

Tube, the proposed rating system could also be used as a guideline for designing DME tasks.  

The Technology Integration Rubric would be the first component to consider and should 

warrant top ratings before proceeding to the actual task development.  In other words, the 
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time and effort required to create an effective DME task can be substantial; therefore, one 

should first affirm that the technology is essential for content and instructional strategies 

before advancing.  The other two components of the proposed rating system could be used in 

either order.  The Checklist of Basic Design principles would serve as a rubric for the sketch 

with the goal of implementing as many of the items on the checklist as possible.  And the 

Levels of Mathematical Depth would guide the language of the prompt(s).  Depending on 

desired level of cognitive demand, this component of the rating tool can be used to identify 

and write different levels of questioning. 

Future Uses of the Rating System 

Based on the findings from this study, there are some implications on future uses of 

the proposed rating system.  As mentioned previously, the Levels of Mathematical Depth can 

only be evaluated in tasks with prompts.  Therefore, this component is not always applicable. 

But the other two components of the rating system should still be able of offer a sufficient 

evaluation to determine whether or not the sketch has potential once the prompts are 

included.  The Technology Integration Rubric and Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

could be a great starting point for teachers when conducting an initial evaluation of a DME 

tasks, whether they have prompts or not.   

Based on the findings of this study, there are some key components on the Checklist 

of Design Principles that seem to be more important than others with evaluating overall 

potential of a task.  First, prompts being clear and unwordy is essential; the user must 

understand the objective and recognize how to explore the task in order to satisfy the 

objective.  Second, color is critical, as it generally works in conjunction with the prompts.  

The color should assist with emphasizing the dynamic features to explore and, for this 
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reason, can be combined with the checklist item linking multiple representations.  The next 

two items on the checklist (i.e. text has been proofread, is free from error, and is age 

appropriate and text does not interfere with other components of the technology) are 

aesthetics that are important to consider, but generally can be easily fixed to avoid negative 

implications on the overall effectiveness of the task.  And finally, the last two items on 

checklist are again crucial components.  As mentioned in several portions of this research, 

these last design principles are indicators of potential for tasks without prompts. 

 

Table 11: Condensed Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

Condensed Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 

□   Prompt(s)/text is clear and unwordy 

□   Color draws attention to and links important aspects of the technology 

□   Sketch allows for multiple entry points based on ability/experience 

□   Task supports multiple approaches and multiple solution strategies 

 

By eliminating some of the superfluous items and condensing key elements, the 

Condensed Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles (Table 11), in addition to the 

Technology Integration Rubric, provides teachers a brief spec to execute on any DME task.  

These two components of the proposed evaluation tool can provide teachers with a snapshot 

as to the overall potential of the task. 

Suggestions for GeoGebra Tube 

 There are two main challenges within GeoGeobra Tube that, if corrected, would make 

the process of searching for tasks easier for teachers.  The first challenge relates to the search 

query.  A limitation of this research was the inability to locate a large number of usable tasks 

when using the search query on GeoGebra Tube.  It was often the case when selecting 
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parameters (i.e. language and type of sketch) that the results did not include those 

specifications. The way in which tasks are currently tagged/labeled does not work correctly 

within the website.  Based on my sampling and filtering process, it would be helpful to avoid 

the hundreds of tasks classified as “N/A” on the Technology Integration Rubric.  This could 

be accomplished by requiring users to select from a list of tags that indicate the genre of the 

GeoGebra file.  For instance, whether the GeoGebra file was “classroom ready”, “student 

work”, “for instructional purposes”, “for fun”, etc. so that those uploading tasks can classify 

the intent of their file.  And then add a drop-down menu in the search bar for users to specify 

what type of file they want to search for.  Also, since a majority of states have adopted the 

Common Core State Standards, tags for specific objectives or standards could also be added 

to help with sorting and search queries – at least within the United States. 

Also, as mentioned previously, it is the “LIKE” feature that gets tasks promoted to 

this collection of “Popular Worksheets” on GeoGebra Tube.  Of the twenty tasks, over one-

third of the tasks were using the technology tool as an accessory and not essential to the 

instructional content.  Also, over two-thirds of the tasks with this classification contained less 

than half of the design principles as well. This data begs the question as to the reliability of 

the rating system currently used by GeoGebra Tube.  The ability to “LIKE” a task and 

increase its rating without basing this judgement on any research is misleading.  There is an 

overall disconnect between the proposed rating system and the “Popular Worksheets” where 

too few of the elements in the evaluation tool are satisfied to justify its high number of 

“LIKES”. 

 The implications of the faulty search query and the unreliable rating system can be 

deterring for teachers.  If the current website facilitator for GeoGebra Tube could address the 
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issues within the search query and parameters and also reconsider the rating system, then this 

could hopefully encourage more teachers to utilize this free DME to engage students in 

higher level learning. 

 

Limitations 

 There were a couple limitations to consider with this study.  First, tasks from only one 

dynamic mathematics environment were used to test the proposed rating system. Tasks 

uploaded to the open-source depository, GeoGebra Tube, were selected as the sole source of 

tasks because GeoGebra is free of charge.  Other online DME resources, such as the 

SketchPad Exchange (http://sketchexchange.keypress.com/), also contain DME tasks for 

teachers to use but those tasks are specific to Geometer’s Sketchpad software that must be 

purchased.  Therefore, by virtue of being free of charge, GeoGebra Tube has significantly 

more tasks than the SketchPad Exchange; however, the lack of cost could also have an affect 

the type and quality of tasks uploaded to GeoGebra Tube.  The proposed rating system 

should be tested against other DME interfaces to validate the findings in this study.  Second, 

there was a challenge rating a significant number of tasks using all three components of the 

proposed rating system due to the lack of tasks with prompts.  The hierarchical rubric of 

Levels of Mathematical Depth and three out of seven items on the Checklist of Design 

Principles could not be applied to the twenty-seven tasks without prompts.  Due to this 

common occurrence, findings were often summarized in two parts, tasks with prompts and 

tasks without prompts, in order to address this limitation. 
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Conclusion 

 The proposed rating system applied to pre-constructed DME tasks has been 

operational in many ways.  It served its purpose to provide classroom teachers a usable tool 

when selecting and evaluating the effectiveness of DME tasks.  Due to the nature of some 

tasks, the rating system had to be adapted to accommodate inconsistences in prompts.  But, 

overall, the evaluation tool was proven useful for a wide variety of tasks.  Also, by extracting 

connections amongst tasks, the research-based criteria were able to be simplified even further 

to offer teachers a starting point for initial considerations of usable tasks.  Suggestions 

offered for GeoGebra Tube will hopefully make future searches easier.   

The power of a dynamic mathematics environment lies in its ability to engage 

students in a deeper level of learning and understanding of mathematics.  The proposed 

rating system has given teachers a way to gage this potential. 
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Appendix A 

Proposed Tool for Evaluating DME Tasks 

 

Grading Scale Technology Integration Rubric 

A 
Technology use is essential for content, instructional strategies and technology to fit 

together. 

B 
Technology used as an accessory. Content and instructional strategies fit together 

with or without technology. 

C 
Technology use does not support instructional strategies. Content, instructional 

strategies and technology do not fit together. 

N/A Technology does not reflect instruction. Content not designed for classroom use. 

 

 

 Levels of Mathematical Depth 

 Hierarchal Levels Description 

L
o
w

er
-L

ev
el

 D
em

an
d
s 

N/A Task requires a technology with no focus on mathematics. 

0 
Sketch does not have mathematical accuracy required to respond to 

prompt. 

1 
Prompt involves reproducing previously learned facts, rules, or 

definitions. 

2 
Prompt involves the exact reproduction of previously seen material and 

what is to be reproduced is clearly stated. 

3 
Prompt is algorithmic and the use of the procedure is specifically called 

for. 

4 
Prompt requires explanations that focus solely on describing the 

procedure that was used. 

H
ig

h
er

-L
ev

el
 D

em
an

d
s 

5 
Prompt suggest pathways to follow that are broad/general procedures 

and require some degree of cognitive effort. 

6 

Task is represented in multiple ways, such as visual diagrams, 

manipulatives, symbols, and problem situations and requires students to 

make connections among the multiple representations. 

7 
Task requires students to access relevant knowledge and experiences 

and make appropriate use of them in working through the task. 

8 
Task requires complex and nonalgorithmic thinking to explore, 

understand, and analyze the task and actively examine task constraints. 

 

 

Checklist of Basic Task Design Principles 
□   Prompts are clear and unwordy 

□   Color draws attention to important aspects of the technology 

□   Text has been proofread, is free from error, and is age appropriate 

□   Text does not interfere with other components of the technology 

□   Links between multiple representations are obvious 

□   Sketch allows for multiple entry points based on ability/experience 

□   Task supports multiple approaches and multiple solution strategies 

 


